
Project: To boost engagement using PowerPoint presentation for clients/prospects 

Objective 
๏ Boost engagement with a specific mix of organisations and clients:  

• Existing clients the business wanted to do more work with.  
• Influencer organisations, who were not target clients, but who were potential promoters of the 

consultancy’s brand, and with whom we could explore ideas. 

Strategy 
๏ Connect with target organisations with offer to present an alternative (the consultancy’s) view on topics of 

particular interest to their senior executives  
๏ Use presentation slides to prime the conversation in the Q&A.  
๏ Meeting provides a natural way to follow up and develop engagement further. 

My Role (While working in-house for a consultancy focused on commercial energy services) 
๏ Researched and created shortlist of topics on which target client organisations were invited to indicate a 

preference.  
๏ Researched and wrote presentations for the two most popular topics 

• Captured the expertise of the internal consultants and the company’s external consulting associates. 
• Presented the slide show, before opening the floor to questions (members of the consulting team 

with more expertise fielded questions). 
• Evolved presentations from feedback and discussions following each talk. 

Results 
๏ We presented to five target organisations (plus one WebEx), to groups of between 10 to 15 senior executives.  
๏ Organisations were keen to make this a regular service, opening up an easy way to sustain engagement.  
๏ Creating the presentations helped the consultancy articulate its views and pool valuable insights on topics of 

interest to prospects and clients. 

Copy close-up:

Digital marketing for companies in the energy industry

Slides to prime the conversation: 
“There is a lot of detail which sits 

beneath all of these points, which we can discuss in 
more detail during the Q&A. We would be really 

interested to hear your perspective on these topics…”

http://www.gasstrategies.com

